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Abstract

We design, implement and evaluate statistical methods for managing
uncertainty when consuming and provisioning resources in a federated
computational market. To enable efficient allocation of resources in this
environment, providers need to know consumers' risk preferences, and
the expected future demand. The guarantee levels to offer thus depend on
techniques to forecast future usage and to accurately capture and model
uncertainties. Our main contribution in this thesis is threefold; first, we
evaluate a set of techniques to forecast demand in computational markets;
second, we design a scalable method which captures a succinct summary of
usage statistics and allows consumers to express risk preferences; and finally
we propose a method for providers to set resource prices and determine
guarantee levels to offer. The methods employed are based on fundamental
concepts in probability theory, and are thus easy to implement, as well as to
analyze and evaluate. The key component of our solution is a predictor that
dynamically constructs approximations of the price probability density and
quantile functions for arbitrary resources in a computational market. Because
highly fluctuating and skewed demand is common in these markets, it is
difficult to accurately and automatically construct representations of arbitrary
demand distributions. We discovered that a technique based on the Chebyshev
inequality and empirical prediction bounds, which estimates worst case bounds
on deviations from the mean given a variance, provided the most reliable
forecasts for a set of representative high performance and shared cluster
workload traces. We further show how these forecasts can help the consumers
determine how much to spend given a risk preference and how providers can
offer admission control services with different guarantee levels given a recent
history of resource prices.
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